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BOOK REVIEW

Book Reviews: Young Adult Novels in 2021

Pumpkin by Julie Murphy

Fat chance, Charlie Vega by Crystal Maldonado

Starfish by Lisa Fipps

Love is a revolution by Renée Watson

So far, 2021 has been an exciting year for young adult (YA) fiction that stars fat 
protagonists. The four novels reviewed here – Pumpkin by Julie Murphy, Fat 
Chance, Charlie Vega by Crystal Maldonado, Starfish by Lisa Fipps, and Love is 
a Revolution by Renée Watson – are all positive and productive contributions to an 
ever-growing library of novels that give fat teen characters complex storylines and 
personalities that don’t (only or at all) center their weight. In centering BIPOC and/ 
or LGBTQ+ characters and experiences, these novels are also moving us past the 
white, straight, cisgender narratives that have, so far, monopolized these conversa-
tions. Being positive and productive contributions, however, doesn’t mean that 
there aren’t negative or painful words, characters, and scenes in some of these 
books. Quite the opposite: pushing back against fatphobic and ableist narratives 
often requires witnessing and or lancing wounds. Therefore, trigger warnings are 
provided in the reviews below.

Murphy, Julie. Pumpkin. New York, NY: Balzer + Bray, 2021

“The thing that really gets my blood pulsing, though, is the idea that things could be 
different. Maybe prom queen doesn’t always have to be the same thin, pretty, and 
popular girl. Maybe the queen doesn’t have to be a girl at all” (96).

The third installment in a trilogy set in fictional small-town Clover City, Texas, 
Julie Murphy’s Pumpkin revisits familiar characters and themes while bringing in 
fresh faces, perspectives, and problems. Waylon Russell Brewer’s Grammy has called 
him Pumpkin all his life because of his “orange hair and orange freckles set off by 
the pale white of [his] complexion” (13). But it isn’t until the last months of his 
senior year in high school that he becomes Miss Pumpkin Patch, a drag queen 
making her debut at the same Hideaway bar where the local drag queens in 
Murphy’s original Dumplin’ helped Willowdean and friends get pageant-ready.

A diehard fan of the drag queen reality competition Fiercest of Them All, Waylon 
is devastated in the first chapters by yet another season finale of the show where the 
fat queen doesn’t win. His twin sister Clementine tries to brace him for the loss: 
“They’ll never crown a fat queen . . . At least not anytime soon . . . how many plus- 
sized queens have we seen make it all the way to the finals season after season only 
to be shut down again and again?” (9). But the loss hits Waylon hard; Mimi Mee’s 
struggle to be taken seriously when fat – “a sin” she says that “America won’t 
forgive [her] for unless [she] can make a pretty dress or tell a clever joke” (18) – 
resonates with him. He sees himself in her.
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There are times I feel like I can’t be me. I can’t simply exist. I have to offer something in 
exchange. Something that absolves me of being fat and gay and even worse—both of 
these at once . . . I can’t help but think it’d be easier to love me if I was at least thin like my 
sister or ripped like Tucker. That might make up the deficit somehow (18)

On the same night of Mimi Mee’s loss, Lucas – Waylon’s “Very Handsy Make-Out 
/Sometimes More Call” (19) – tells him he’s ready to come out of the closet, but for 
another guy at the local community college. And Waylon discovers an acceptance e-mail 
from the University of Georgia on Clementine’s computer when he thought their plan was 
to go to Austin for college together. Using the Merle Norman makeup starter kit his 
Grammy bought Clem for her fifteenth birthday and finally raiding his own “Waylon 
Stage Three Wardrobe” – the clothes for future Waylon who’s gone to Austin and achieved 
his “butterfly moment” (15) – Waylon records an audition tape for Fiercest of Them All. In 
the tape, Miss Pumpkin Patch is born, proudly proclaiming by the end, “Eat your heart 
out, y’all. Miss Pumpkin Patch is here to slay the day and my fat ass won’t take no for an 
answer” (43).

Never intending to send the video in, Waylon does share it with Clementine and, as 
anyone familiar with contemporary YA could have foreseen, the video gets out. Shared as 
“inspiration” by Kyle (Waylon’s self-proclaimed frenemy) to the Prism group (the only 
sanctioned LGBTQ+ student group on campus), the video makes the rounds of the whole 
school where it’s mocked by Patrick Thomas (a bully from the first two books as well) even 
as others love it. Whether as a prank or as sincere admiration, days after the video leak, 
classmates nominate Waylon (without his knowledge) for Prom Queen alongside 
Clementine’s girlfriend Hannah Perez (one of Willowdean and Millie’s crew) who is 
nominated for Prom King.

The rest of the book is their journey as they face the nominations head-on and try to 
turn a prank into a win. Along the way, Waylon reconciles with his sister and her decision 
not to follow him to college and becomes best friends with Hannah, realizing that he 
himself is sometimes guilty of only seeing the surface of people. He confronts Kyle and his 
constant talk about fears of gaining back the 70 lbs. he lost before freshman year and his 
patronizing encouragement of Waylon to lose weight too. He finds love with Tucker who 
helps him say “yes” to standing out instead of fitting in. And this time, when the love 
interest seems to want to hide their relationship, Waylon doesn’t let Tucker get away with 
it, proclaiming that:

“I’m a fat, femme gay guy with drag-queen aspirations . . . The person who decides they 
want to be by my side has to do it with their head held high. I’m done being with people 
who are embarrassed by me or ashamed of me. I’m too good to keep a secret.” I say the 
words, but I don’t know if I mean them. I don’t know how I ever possibly could. But 
I have to, and maybe if I say it enough, I’ll believe it too (258)

As Waylon’s confidence and anxieties ebb and flow in very believable and poignant 
ways throughout the book, several fat character tropes are turned on their heads. At 
a party, he sees the wide range of fat characters – from Willowdean to Millie to Mitch and 
beyond – who didn’t hesitate to jump into the pool fully clothed or in their underwear and 
is able to overcome a childhood experience of people laughing at him in the pool to take 
the plunge with everyone else. Joining Tucker in the pool, he decides that “probably no 
one at this party will die if they see a fat boy in a wet T-shirt bobbing around in the water 
with another boy” (228).
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At the same party, as his classmates chant “Pumpkin,” he does a death drop on a coffee 
table at the end of a karaoke performance, breaks the coffee table, and both has and then 
pushes through the “expected” fat response:

Panic stops my heart. This is every fat kids’ worst nightmare. I didn’t just break a chair. 
I broke a damn coffee table. But I knew what I was doing when I went for that death 
drop. In fact, I’d bet that almost anyone’s death drop would kill this coffee table. And 
even if that’s not true, I don’t care, because this might have just been the most monu-
mental moment of my life. Sometimes you just have to break the damn coffee table (236)

Finally, before the prom, Miss Pumpkin Patch makes her debut at amateur night at the 
Hideaway where Peppa Roni, another fat queen, takes Pumpkin under her wing and gets 
her out onto the stage. Juxtaposed to his very real teenage doubts and worries, Waylon’s 
persistence in stepping into the spotlight – whether at a party or on a real stage – shows 
teen readers how to realize their dreams even when the risk seems insurmountable.

At prom, Hannah wins Prom King and Waylon wins Prom Queen. And as they dance 
together to ABBA’s “Dancing Queen,” Clem’s prophecy about there not being a fat queen 
anytime soon might still hold true for Fiercest of Them All, but no longer applies to Clover 
City, Texas. Earlier in the book, Hannah explains to Waylon why she’s willing to face the 
nomination joke head on: “If I’ve learned anything in the last few years, it’s that you’ve got 
to be the one who writes your own story” (93). This has been the main theme running 
throughout Murphy’s Clover City trilogy, and Waylon is no exception as he rewrites 
what’s possible, not just for a “fat, femme gay guy” in West Texas, but for all readers who 
see themselves in him just as Pumpkin saw herself in Mimi Mee. In focusing on LGBTQ+ 
storylines (for several characters beyond the main characters too), giving the lead to a boy 
this time, and adding more BIPOC students and adults, Murphy continues to rewrite and 
expand the storylines for fat characters. And though this may be the end to our adventures 
in Clover City for now, Murphy continues writing new storylines for fat teens through her 
newest trilogy that explores the origins of fat superhero Faith of the Harbinger comics. 
The second novel in that trilogy comes out November 2, 2021.

Maldonado, Crystal. Fat Chance, Charlie Vega. New York, NY: Holiday 
House, 2021

“I’ve gotten involved in the fat acceptance movement, celebrating Fatness and following 
the #fatshion hashtag like it’s my religion. I believe that people can be healthy at any size. 
I think other fat girls are absolutely beautiful. But my mind struggles to bridge the gap 
between the two ideologies. I’m fat, and I celebrate other fat people, but I don’t quite 
celebrate me. It makes me feel like a fraud” (25).

Because it deliberately and thoroughly tackles fatphobic parents/caretakers as a major part 
of the plot, Crystal Maldonado’s YA romance Fat Chance, Charlie Vega requires trigger 
warnings for readers who have who have or had mothers (or other family/guardians) who 
constantly verbally surveilled their bodies and/or tried or still try to alter their bodies 
through disordered eating practices like meal-replacement shakes or other diets. In the 
novel, a dysfunctional mother/daughter relationship is one of the biggest obstacles keeping 
the high school protagonist from fully internalizing the fat acceptance and activism she 
begins learning about on her own.
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Half Puerto Rican (on her father’s side) and half white (on her mother’s), protagonist 
Charlie Vega is searching for love, daydreaming about her first kiss and about holding 
hands with her own partner instead of being third wheel to her pansexual best friend 
Amelia who’s been dating since elementary school. Charlie believes her luck has changed 
and that she’s living, according to her, every fat girl’s storybook ending when Cal, a hot 
and popular boy at school, asks her to a dance. While not a prank, the date to the dance 
turns out to be a humiliating miscommunication; Cal only asked her in the hopes she’d 
bring Amelia, who he really wants to date. Unfortunately, this only reinforces Charlie’s 
belief that, even in her own story, she’s nothing more than the “sidekick, the brown bestie” 
(6) to her best friend. Describing Amelia as thin, beautiful, athletic, “the walking embodi-
ment of Black excellence,” (6), Charlie truly believes her mother (who never compliments 
the way she looks, constantly leaves meal-replacement shakes out for her, and shames her 
eating habits) “secretly wishes Amelia was her daughter” (6). So, while Charlie is finding 
her way into the fat acceptance and fat activism movements online and works hard to love 
herself and her body as-is, she faces huge obstacles (her mother’s toxic insistence that 
losing weight will lead to a “better” life, Charlie’s own obsession with comparing herself to 
Amelia, and Cal’s callous attempt to use her to get to Amelia) as she struggles to replace 
her own fatphobia (learned from her mother and her peers) with fat acceptance. While 
Charlie does find love in the end with her classmate and coworker Brian – also fat and 
described by Charlie as hot – the road to get there requires her to face all of these issues 
head on, especially when she learns that Brian asked Amelia out the year before and her 
insecurities hurt her relationships with both Amelia and Brian.

In the first chapters the reader learns that the mother’s fatphobia is relatively new. 
When Charlie’s father was alive, her mother was fat like both Charlie and her father. Her 
mother’s love language was food, she loved to cook, Charlie loved to cook with her, and 
her father loved everything they made. Charlie and her mother also shopped together, 
bonding over trying to find sales and fashionable clothes at places that actually sold their 
sizes. But when Charlie’s father dies, the mother and daughter first take comfort in food 
together before the mother begins using and selling meal-replacement shakes and reli-
giously going to the gym. There’s been an unbridgeable gulf between them ever since:

As my mom shed her old body and habits like a snake shedding its skin, the things that 
brought us together began to disappear: no more sitting on the couch watching reality 
TV; no more shopping for clothes together (we couldn’t patronize the same stores); 
absolutely no more cooking together unless it was grilled chicken and broccoli, no 
delighting in indulgent meals or whipping up decadent deserts—no, nope, never. Food 
was no longer celebration. We ate to survive and nothing more (23)

Worse, the mother insists on “helping” Charlie have a “better” life, constantly nagging 
her to exercise, leaving meal-replacement shakes around the house for her, and verbally 
shaming Charlie’s body both directly and through talking badly about her own body. We 
see how deeply this verbal abuse sinks into Charlie’s views about herself in a heartbreaking 
scene when she returns home after the dance debacle, humiliated by Cal, and stares at her 
naked body in the mirror, pinching her fat and shaking it, verbally abusing herself and her 
reflection by using language and beliefs that come straight from things she’s heard her 
mother say.

In a particularly horrible and possibly triggering scene for some, the mother initiates 
a “Fitness First” campaign, bringing a new scale into the house and demanding that they 
weigh in and post their weights on a board in the kitchen to keep them “accountable.” 
Amazingly, unlike when facing herself in the mirror, Charlie pushes back against her 
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mother and refuses to participate: “I’m not going to be part of this weird routine where we 
display our weights publicly to shame ourselves. Are we supposed to wear scarlet letters, 
too? That’s messed up, Mom, and I’m not going to do it!” (115). Their fight only gets 
worse, the mother accusing Charlie of being unhealthy, delusional, and unhappy. Pulling 
from her self-education of the fat acceptance and fat activism movements, including the 
#fatshion influencers she follows online, Charlie stays strong:

Don’t you dare try to lecture me about what’s healthy. You peddle weird pyramid- 
scheme shakes for fun. You don’t eat actual food and you try to force your messed-up 
views about bodies on me too! All I ever hear from you is that I look wrong, eat wrong, 
dress wrong! You didn’t even believe a boy would ask me to a dance! You’re the one 
who’s not happy with me! So congratulations! You’re a terrible mother! (116)

The push and pull between scenes and arguments like the mirror after the dance versus 
the Fitness First fight may not feel positive (in fact reading through these scenes will be 
painful for some) but it is certainly productive. Instead of experiencing a romanticized 
view of body positivity or fat acceptance, readers – particularly young readers starting their 
own fat acceptance journey – experience the very real ebb and flow of shame and 
confidence that come with trying to deprogram themselves while still immersed in 
a fatphobic society. There’s nothing easy about “bridging the gap,” as Charlie puts it, 
between knowing that fat bodies should be allowed to exist as-is and believing the same 
about their own bodies – certainly not when someone as important as a mother is daily 
telling them otherwise.

As a negative, Charlie is unapologetically preoccupied with getting the “hot guy” and 
beauty in general – what beauty is and who has it. For instance, there’s a (sweet) scene in 
front of a Rubens where both Charlie and Brian discuss changing beauty standards as one 
reason why their mothers are wrong and that they’re both perfect as-is. But this is also 
a believable and sympathetic characteristic for teen readers, especially those unfamiliar 
with fat acceptance, body diversity, and or disability models but familiar with battling 
body shaming with a more body positive model of shifting/constructed beauty standards. 
By the end, Charlie begins to think more about her boyfriend’s characteristics and talent 
(in art) than his chiseled cheekbones and strong arms, offering teen readers the chance to 
move through such body positive models with Charlie toward fat acceptance models. In 
the meantime, they get to hang out with and/or see themselves in a fat teen who also finds 
love, learns how to set boundaries with a parent, wins a writing competition, reconnects 
with her father’s family, navigates a beautiful friendship with a true ally, and more.

Though it might not be for all readers because of the triggering scenes and dialogue 
necessary to directly addresses the thin-centric and ableist narratives it’s working to 
destabilize by embodying them in the mother character (e.g., Western white beauty 
standards, the diet industry complex, the “war on obesity,” the dehumanization of fat 
bodies not working toward thin), this novel is a critical new voice in the conversation. One 
that offers teen readers diverse viewpoints and necessary experience with pushing back 
against such narratives even as they struggle to believe those narratives are wrong.

Fipps, Lisa. Starfish. New York, NY: Nancy Paulsen Books, 2021

I deserve to be seen. 
To be noticed. 
To be heard. 
To be treated like a human. 
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I starfish. 
There’s plenty of room 
for 
each 
and 
every 
one of us 
in the world (244)

Lisa Fipps’ novel-in-verse, Starfish, requires similar trigger warnings as Fat Chance, 
Charlie Vega. In addition, the mother in this novel rigidly controls what the child eats, 
including what food is in the house, and forces her to see doctor after doctor, including 
a surprise forced visit to a bariatric surgeon even though the child has made her parents 
swear not to make her consider such surgery. At school and at home there is targeted and 
relentless bullying both from classmates and a sibling.

Twelve-year-old Eliana Elizabeth Montgomery-Hofstein goes by Ellie or El with her 
friends and dad. But ever since she wore a whale bathing suit while doing a cannonball 
into the pool on her fifth birthday and her older sister called her “Splash,” that’s what 
everyone else – her brother and sister and bullies at school – call her. Splash. Or Whale. Or 
Beluga. Or Monster. Or whatever other name they can use to remind her that she should 
be ashamed of her body and weight. Since she was four, Ellie’s mother has had her on 
every conceivable diet and now covers the refrigerator with weight loss articles with titles 
like “Tips to Be a Real Loser” (20). She refuses to buy Ellie new school clothes, convinced it 
will only encourage her to get bigger, and won’t teach her piano like she did with Ellie’s 
older siblings unless Ellie loses weight. Ellie’s older brother bullies her in the home, 
blaming her for their parents’ fights and for not getting to have “real” food at 
Thanksgiving or to go to amusement parks where she can’t fit on the rides. At school, 
two girls lead most of their grade in bullying Ellie, ramping up the abuse from cruel names 
to taking screws out of her chair so it breaks (bruising her and leaving her trapped and 
unable to get off the floor) and then kidnapping her dog to try and blackmail her into 
making a video where she eats an entire whale-shaped cake (Ellie, however, refuses, backed 
by her new friend Catalina).

But, in the face of all of this (and with the help of her dad, the therapist he finds for Ellie, 
Ellie’s new friend Catalina, and the confidence Ellie gets from “starfishing” in the pool), 
Ellie, young as she is, finds her voice and stands up to the fatphobia trying to drown her. 
Not letting childhood memories of that “Splash” birthday keep her from swimming, Ellie 
swims every day in her own pool, learning to “starfish” or spread her body wide and take 
up as much room as she wants. New neighbor and thin friend Catalina loves Ellie just as 
she is, becoming an ally whose Mexican American family also welcomes her as one of their 
own and reminds her that food can be about love and celebration and that being fat isn’t 
the only reason people discriminate against others. Her dad has her back and, in getting 
Ellie to a therapist who listens, in refusing to let her brother bully her or her mother force 
her into surgery, in finding and taking her to a new plus-size boutique in town, in loving 
her unconditionally just as she is, he helps her find the strength and tools to speak her 
truths to her mother and her bullies. Her therapist, Dr. Wood, uses play and art therapy to 
help Ellie open up and has Ellie collect all the words she’s been called in a journal so, as 
Dr. Wood says, she doesn’t have to carry them inside herself anymore. Of her own 
volition, Ellie also includes in her journal the “Fat Girl Rules” – like “move slowly so 
your fat doesn’t jiggle, drawing attention to your body” (12) – that she’s collected and 
adhered to all her short life to avoid being bullied. By the end of the book, she burns the 
pages with these rules on them, noting that the rules didn’t keep her “safe” anyway. From 
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now on, she refuses to – as one of the original rules she’d learned taught her – “make [her] 
self small” (5) anymore. In the last poems, Ellie asks her parents to come to Dr. Wood’s 
office, and she confronts her mother with her dad and therapist there for support:

I clear my throat to make sure
Mom hears my final words.
“And I’m learning to love me.
The fat on my body
never felt as heavy as
your words on my heart.”
I walk over to her
and place in her hands
a notebook full
of all the ugly words
she’s ever said to me.
“It’s time for you
to carry the weight.”
She crumbles.

In this moment, Ellie’s strength and growth is as incredible to witness as her journey to 
get to this moment was painful for readers to experience. Her ability to believe in her own 
worth in the face of such relentless and pervasive shaming and bullying is something even 
many adults aren’t able to achieve in real life. Just as with Charlie, though the bullying and 
shaming Ellie endures may be hard to read, her journey from “making herself small” to 
starfishing allows readers – thin and fat alike – to experience the deep and damaging 
effects of fatphobia and body shaming. That experience pushes readers to rethink their 
own views on what fat bodies – no matter their age – face daily. As Fipps points out in her 
acknowledgments:

Starfish is a work of fiction, and a lot of people will read this and think, ‘It’s definitely 
fiction because people would never say or do such cruel things.’ But a variation of every 
single mean thing people said or did to Ellie happened to me when I was a child. Fat Girl 
Rules exist (245)

And now Starfish exists, with its compelling, hard, and courageous story of Ellie 
dismantling those rules one at a time and asserting the worth of all human beings, no 
matter their weight.

The rest of this review discusses bariatric surgery (including an emotional and painful 
scene inside a surgery consultation) and can be skipped if a trigger.

In the first breakthrough moment in therapy, Dr. Wood has Ellie draw the word she’s 
been called that hurt her the most. By the time she’s through, Ellie’s drawn “A fish cut 
open/with its guts oozing out/and blood spelling THING” (68). A visceral image that 
seems to come out of nowhere for the reader, it’s a pivotal moment in the novel where the 
true depth of damage done to the preteen protagonist spills onto the page. However, 
Dr. Wood is calm as she asks Ellie to elaborate, and Ellie tells the story of her family 
watching a movie together when a fat girl appeared in a beach scene and Ellie’s mother 
said, “Look at that big ol’ fat thing” (69). Ellie confesses that she believes her mom hates 
her and that she tries to focus on times her mom’s been nice to her: “I guess I cling to those 
moments / like a drowning girl to a life preserver / whenever Mom’s words / gut me like 
a fish” (70). Though the connection becomes clearer over the course of the book, the 
image’s relation to talk of bariatric surgery is later obvious, linking what Ellie feels her 
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mother is doing to her with words with what she sees her mother as wanting to do to her in 
real life with surgery (despite Ellie’s obvious fear of the same procedure that almost killed 
her aunt). Across two poems, “A Big Fat Surprise” and “Blade Against Blubber,” Ellie calls 
out her mother and the chosen surgeon during the unexpected, climactic, and hard-to- 
read consultation in the surgeon’s office: “So I do these tests and / then you slice and dice 
me? / Abracadabra, / I have a perfect life? / No more problems ever? / And mom will 
finally love me?” (200). Asking them why she should wait, Ellie grabs a pair of scissors, 
exposes her belly, and holds the blade against it. The doctor threatens to call security, and 
the mother whisks Ellie away, taking her home where her mom and dad have their biggest 
fight yet. Afterward, Dad promises Ellie she will never have to have such surgery or talk 
about it again.

Such scenes should shock and horrify the reader. A twelve-year-old, a child, has 
internalized her mother’s fatphobia and shame so deeply that she sees herself as a gutted 
fish, a thing. She has to threaten to cut open her own body to stop a conversation she 
doesn’t want to have. This novel’s power and productivity reside directly in such imagery 
and counterarguments delivered through sparsely-worded yet densely-packed verse. The 
poems and their imagery cut through the standard arguments of “health” and “concern,” 
baldly laying out the incredible damage those same arguments and narratives do to the 
mental health and physical wellbeing of those who endure society’s fatphobia day 
after day, whether it comes from strangers or loved ones.

Watson, Renée. Love is a Revolution. New York, NY: Bloomsbury, 2021

“Self love is radical love. Self-love is radical love. Self-love is radical love. Today, I’ve 
started my own revolution” (238).

In Renée Watson’s Love is a Revolution, Harlem high schooler Nala Robertson is 
ready to spend her summer finding love, trying some new hairstyles, and catching up on 
her to-watch list on Netflix with Imani, her cousin-sister-friend, and Sadie, their other 
best friend. While she achieves the first two out of three, not even those go as planned. 
Instead, she meets her love interest Tye Brown in the first days of vacation at an event 
for Inspire Harlem, the community activism group Imani is a part of and that Nala 
doesn’t want any part of. In an effort to seem interesting to activist Tye, Nala lies about 
herself and her interests, exaggerating her frequent visits with her grandmother at an 
assisted living home into a volunteer job where she’s a program coordinator for all the 
residents. She spends the summer trying to keep her story straight with Tye while also 
teaching him how to loosen up and have fun. Of course, in true YA style, this all goes 
wrong. Imani and Tye find out Nala lied about volunteering, deepening the rift that’s 
formed between Imani and Nala, disappointing their grandmother who feels used, and 
breaking Tye’s trust. Relying on her strengths – her loyalty to family, her ability to take 
joy in doing little things every day just because, and her deep belief in her own worth 
and beauty – Nala takes her grandmother’s advice and finds her way back to knowing 
herself first before trying to get back together with Tye or repair her relationship with 
Imani.

In the end, Nala does indeed find a happy ending with Tye and begins working on her 
strained relationship with Imani. But unlike in books like Fat Chance, Charlie Vega or 
Starfish, none of the above plot summary includes facing fatphobia head-on or subverting 
weight loss narratives. Unlike Charlie, Nala never doubts the “cute” guy could be inter-
ested in her physically; it’s her lack of interest in volunteerism and activism that makes her 
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lie about herself in a bid for his attention. Surrounded by a family of strong Jamaican 
American women with bodies like their own, by activist communities like Inspire Harlem, 
and by pop culture like Nala’s favorite music by Jamaican and fat artist Blue, neither Nala 
nor Imani need to be “deprogrammed” like Charlie or Ellie. Instead, fat acceptance and 
body positivity are already integral parts of their characters.

Even more importantly, the girls represent different views on fat acceptance. Imani, 
a hardcore activist, is well-versed in fat activism:

Imani always rolls her eyes whenever Grandma uses any other phrase for “fat” except the 
word “fat.” “It’s not a bad word unless you use it in a bad way,” Imani always says. I’m fat. 
It’s just a description. It doesn’t have to cast negative judgment” (4)

While Nala’s perspective is more grounded in ideas of confidence and beauty:

And this is where we differ. I am not down with the Say-It-Loud-I’m-Fat-and-I’m-Proud 
movement. I don’t have low self-esteem or anything, I just don’t feel the need to talk 
about my weight or make statements about it or reclaim a word that was never mine in 
the first place (4)

This counterpoint is a driving force in the book as the cousins provide readers with 
multiple perspectives on issues ranging from embracing natural hair versus straightening, 
to investing time in community versus investing in their own family, to pursuing social 
justice versus judging others for not being “woke” enough.

In her relationship with Tye, Nala notes that he makes moves like pulling out a chair for 
her instead of making her sit in a cramped booth: “He is like that, knowing what I need when 
I don’t even ask. Never making a big deal out of my size” (130). In fact, he moves immediately 
to tell her she’s beautiful when she admits to him that she’s more insecure than people realize. 
But Nala cuts him off, her response – immediate and indicative of her deep self-confidence – 
not what he expects when he assumed her insecurity had to do with her body image:

I’m serious, though. People always think the only thing big girls cry about is our weight. 
I’m perfectly fine with my body . . . I don’t mind you telling me I’m beautiful. Just tell me 
because you see it, not because you think I don’t know (173)

Little moments in the book reveal that this deep and seemingly unshakable self-love 
come from practice. This is an important thing for teen readers to see, especially if they 
think having their own insecurities and doubts means they’ll never achieve the kind of 
confidence and self-love characters like Nala and Imani have for themselves. But we can 
see that Nala’s confidence in particular is built on and reinforced by everyday routines. 
Like the ninth step in her makeup routine: “Look at myself in the mirror. I just sit and stare 
for one whole minute. Take in this beauty that everyone else will be seeing, make sure 
everything is just right” (11). Or like listening to Blue – described by Watson as a mix of 
Lauryn Hill, Koffee, Lizzo, and Beyoncé – over and over again until her lyrics – inspired by 
poet Lucille Clifton – are like a mantra:

Everywhere, anywhere
Being free, doin’ me.
Wearin what I want to wear.
Big body on display. This skin I’m in, so free, so me.
Hips hypnotizing, hips mesmerizing.
All this me walking down the street.
These hips sweet.
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These hips wild.
These hips steady me, carry me,
Hold all my history. (42–43)

In a beautiful self-care scene toward the end of the book, Nala slows down her beauty 
regimen, mindfully working through her haircare routine before drying off in front of the 
mirror. The scene demonstrates just how much Blue’s music bolsters Nala’s self-love and 
that even confident women need moments of recalibration and reconnection:

And then the next song comes, and I dance. Just me with Blue, here in my bathroom, my 
hair and body all natural, all mine. Every coil, and roll, and scar. I move my body and 
sing loud and I don’t know if sounds good or not but it doesn’t matter (280-81)

While Nala’s confidence might be too grounded in ideas of beauty for some, Love is 
a Revolution is the kind of YA novel I’m excited to see. Novels where multiple perspectives 
on body diversity issues are expressed and put into conversation with each other, where 
the cast is mainly or entirely BIPOC, and where, most importantly, being fat is not the 
story. Instead, it’s just one characteristic of multiple characters within the same novel.
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